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ABSTRACT: The electronic structure of cobalt nanocrystals suspended in liquid as a function of size 

has been investigated using in-situ x-ray absorption and emission spectroscopy. A sharp absorption peak 

associated with the ligand molecules is found that increases in intensity upon reducing the nanocrystal 

size. X-ray Raman features due to d-d and to charge-transfer excitations of ligand molecules are 

identified. The study reveals the local symmetry of the surface of E-CO phase nanocrystals. which 

originates from a dynamic interaction between Co nanocrystals and surfactant + solvent molecules. 

KEY WORDS: Co Nanocrystals: resonant inelastic x-ray scattering: Co LZ3 x-ray absorption and 

emission 

MANUSCRIPT TEXT 

Advances in the synthesis of particles of nanometer dimensions. narrow size distribution and 

controlled shape have generated interest because of the potential to create novel materials with tailored 

physical and chemical properties [ 1-31. New propertics arise from quantum confinement effects and 

from the increasing fraction of surface atoms with unique bonding and geometrical configurations. Co 

nanocrystals display a wealth of size-dependent structural, magnetic, electronic. and catalytic properties. 

The challenges in making isolated Co nanocrystals are to overcome the large attractive forces between 

the nanoparticles, due to surface tension and van der Waals interactions. that tend to aggregate them. 

Using appropriate surfactants however. Co nanocrystals could be grown with controlled shapes and 

sizes: either spheres or disks in a surfactant mixture [3-51. I t  was found that disks of hcp-Co are 

obtained in a binary surfactant mixture at early times after injection of the precursor. and spontaneously 

transform to the more therniodynamically stable spheres of E-CO [q after heating for a sufficient period 

of time. 

A fundamental understanding of the growth and properties of the nanocrystals would greatly benefit 

from a detailed information of their electronic structure as a function of size and of the presence and 
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nature of the molecules bound to their surface. Because the Co nanocrystals are extremely reactive and 

oxidize easily it is important to use techniques that can interrogate the particlcs in their growth 

environment so that their electronic and chemical structurc can be followed during growth and during 

catalytic r e x  tions. 

We report an electronic structure study of Co nanocrystals with a narrow-size distribution suspended 

in 1,2-dichlorobenzene (C,H,CIJ using in-situ photon-in/photon-out spectroscopies. including x-ray 

absorption (XAS) [7]. x-ray emission (XES) and resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) [8.9]. These 

techniques are element selective as they involve core atomic levels and thus can probe the local 

electronic structure of selected species in a complex system [lo-121. We found particle size effects 

arising from interactions with surfactant and solvent molecules at the particle surface. 

Cobalt nanocrystals were synthesized by decomposing the carbonyl precursor Co2(CO),. in 1,2- 

dichlorobenzene at a temperature around its boiling point (-182 "C) [3-51. Oleic acid. 

CH,(CH2),CH=CH(CH2),C021-I. and trioctylphosphine oxide. (CH3(CHd,),P=O (TOPO). were used to 

control the growth and to provide a protective surfactant capping. I n  a volumz of 18 ml solution the 

amount of TOPO was 1 g. The size of Co nanocrystals depends mainly on the amount of oleic acid. 

while TOPO has a much weaker interaction with thc cobalt surface. Monodisperse Co nanocrystals with 

sizes of 3, 4. 5.  6. and 9 nm (* 0.65 nm) were prepared by simply adjusting the amount of oleic acid 

used in the synthesis. The size of the nanocryslals was determined by transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM). Samples of liquid suspensions were encapsulated in a small cell inside a glove box under argon 

gas before transfer to beamline 7.0 the Advanced Light Source for x-ray spectroscopic experiments [ 131. 

The cell was sealed with a silicon nitride window 100 nm thick [14]. Incident and emitted x-ray 

photons penetrated through this window. The x-ray absorption spectra werc recorded in total 

fluorescence yield mode using a channeltron. X-ray emission spectra were obtained using a high- 

resolution grazing-incidence grating spectrometer. The energy resolution was 0.2 eV for XAS and 0.7 

eV for XES measurements. 
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The Co L-edge XAS of nanoaystals are shown in Figure 1, along with Co metal, CoCI,, Co,O, and 

COO reference spectra. The spectra contain two regions separated by 16.0 eV due to the core-level spin 

orbital splitting of 2p,, and 2p,,. The high branching ratio of LJ(L+L,) in the COO spectrum indicates 

a saturation effect due to the Iluorescence-detection method, and for that reason the profile of L,-edge is 

used for comparison. The saturation effect is not a significant problem for Co nanocrystals as they are 

dispersed in the suspension. The most notable feature in the spectra of the Co nanocrystals is the new 

absorption peak. A2. at -6 eV above the main absorption edge that is absent in the Co metal. COO. 

Co,O, and CoC12. Since the precursors in the synthesis materials contain only the elements Co. C. 0. C1. 

no other absorption lines are expected near the Co L-edges. 

We investigated the origin of the A2 peak using the x-ray emission Spectrometer to measure XAS 

spectra in partial fluorescence-detection mode. No emission changes associated with this peak were 

observed within a window of 50-100 eV centered at the Co L-edge (750 eV), 0 K-edge (525 eV). C 

K-edge (275 eV) or C1 L-edge (I70 eV). Thus the fluorescence yield of this peak must be due to 

photons with energy below 120 eV. which are detected by channeltron but not the spectrometer. As 

we discuss next, we believe that this peak is due to a metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) to 

unoccupied ligand orbitals involved in  T[: back-bonding to the Co metal. 

The first discussion on x back-bonding in metal L-edgc XAS was given in a study of bimetallic 

cyanides of the Prussian blue family [ 1.51. A similar absorption satellite was found for K,Ni(CN), in 

comparison with Ni metal or NiO systems, where MLCT transitions to unoccupied ligand orbitals were 

identified 116, 171. A similar MLCT feature was observed in KjCo(CN), that adds supports our 

assignment [ IS]. The A2 satellite peak in figure 1 is then assigned Lo MLCT transitions between Co and 

the oleic acid or 1.2-dichlorobezene. The MLCT satellite peak starts to appear in  the nanocrystals of 9 

nm and shows an increasing intensity when the diameter decreases. as expected from the increasing 

proportion of Co-surfactant molecular interactions. 

We can exclude residual unreacted Co carbonyls as contributing to this peak since they should be 
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preseni i n  sirnilar amounts in [he Co nanocrystal suspensions with diameters 3 n m  to 9 nm. Also, the 

metal carbonyls do not have a strong peak at energies above the L, (and L, edge). :IS shown for example 

in  the spectra of Mn,(CO),, measured by Ruhl and tlitchcock [ 191. This suggests that the CO ,7: orbitals 

have a different energy ordering with respect to the 3d-band that seems not to yield an additional peak: 

probably the CO TC* peaks are mixed within the L edge multiplet. This is also seen in heme-like 

complexes. as discussed by Hocking et al. [20]. 

Figure 2a shows the RIXS spectra from 6-nm nanocrystals recorded at the selected energies indicated 

by arrows in the U S .  The intensity has been norrnalized to the incoming photon flux. The spectra 

comprise three contributions: normal x-ray emission, elastic. and inelastic x-ray scattering. Normal x- 

ray emission is dominant at excitation well abo\e the Co L-edge absorption threshold. The normal 

emission appears at constant photon energy, 778 eV for L; edge (indicated by dash line). and 

independent of changes in the excitation energy. The x-ray scattering contribution includes an elastic 

peak at the same energy as the incident photons and inelastic peaks at lower energies that are regarded 

as x-ray Raman scattering. Strong resonance effects are observed in the scattering intensity as incident 

energy changes from a to f. The same data is plotted on an energy-loss scale (Figure 2b). The elastic 

peak (at the origin) corresponds to the final state of x-ray scattering process equal to the ground state. 

while the loss peaks correspond to final excited states near the ground state. The peak at --2 eV is 

attributed to transitions where the final configuration contains quartet-quartet and quartet-doublet d-d 

excitations of the crystal field split d-levels [21.22]. The relative intensity of the peak shows a notable 

resonance effect with incident energy. Another set of Raman peaks occurs at -6 eV. which corresponds 

to the ligand 0 2p - Co 3d charge transfer excitations. 

In  order to understand these spectroscopic observations the single-impurity Anderson model with full 

multiplet effects has been applied. The calculations were performed i n  thc so-called Charge Transfer 

Ligand Field Multiplet Theory developed by Thole. following Cowan and Butler 123-251. This approach 

takes into account all the clectronic interactions and the spin-orbit coupling on any shell and treats the 
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geometrical environment of the absorbing atom through crystal field potential [7]. In the simplest 

formulation. a pure 3d" configuration is attributed to the ground state of the 3d transition ion. One then 

calculates the transitions between the 2p63d" ground statc toward the 2p53d"-' excited statcs. Charge 

transfer effects are included by adding additional configurations. for example adding 3d-+3dqL to 

descri he ligand-to-metal charge transfer, 3d7 + 3d6L l o  describe metal-to-ligand charge transfer or a 

combination of both channels. 

In Co metal the ground state is 4s'3di [26]. while Tor COO one uses the ground state configuration 

[3d7+3d8L"] (L-' denotes a hole in the ligand level). Although this explained the COO spectrum quite 

well 1221. the [3d7+3d8L-'] never yielded a significant satellite contribution. as seen in Co nanocrystals 

(in Figure 1).  The only known octahedral systems with large satellites are cyanide complexes, where 

large satellites are caused by x back-bonding, i.e. [3d7+3d6L]. 

Figure 3 shows the simulations including metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) effects. The 

calculations describe the ground state as [3d7+3d6L] with the MLCT energy h, of -3.0 eV. This yields a 

ground state that has 38% 3d7 and 62% 3d6L. where it  is noticed that the main L, edge still looks similar 

to that of the 3d7 ground state found in COO. The main structure is then a [2pS3d8+2p53d7L] bonding 

combination and the satellite is the anti-bonding part. I t  is worth noticing that the MLCT acts mainly on 

the t,, clectrons. The optimal simulation of the spectral shape was obtained if mainly the Co 3d,,-orbital 

was mixed with ligand orbitals in D4*' symmetry. We use fy=3.0 eV and f,, t,,,=l.O eV. Assuming a Co 

surface ion bonded to a ligand in the z-direction. the xy-orbital (with B, symmetry) is the orbital that can 

donate its electrons to empty n-states. This implies that the surface Co atoms in nanocrystals are aligned 

in an ordered fashion to connect the ligands perpendicularly to the nanocrystal surface. which gives an 

explanation of why no stacking faults [4] caused by the sliding atomic planes were observed in E-CO 

nanocrystals. in contrast to hcp-Co. Also. the surface Co atoms interact less with the ligands in the 

larger Co nanocrystals. as indicated by the rcduced intcnsity of x-ray absorption satellites. 

Figure 4a shows IUXS spectra as a function of Co nanocrystal size at the excitation corresponding to 
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2p,, absorption edge (778 eV). The -2 eV peak (d-d excitation) increases its intensity with nanocrystals 

size. The unchanged peak position suggests that the local symmetry and surrounding environment in Co 

nanocrystals remains unchanged and is similar to that of the E-CO phase. as previously determined. The 

increase of intensity with nanocrystals size is in line with the decreasing fraction of surface Co atoms. 

The intensity of the charge transfer peak at --6 to -7 eV increases with nanocrystal size from 3 nm to 

6 nm and decreases thereafter. Interestingly there is also a peak shift from the 9-nm to the 6-nm 

nanocrystals. The shift can be accurately determined by de-convolution of the spectra using four Voigt 

functions corresponding to elastic. d-d loss peaks. and MLCT peaks. as shown in figure 4b. The total fit 

is excellent and indistinguishable from the experimental data within the noise level. The charge transfer 

peak was found to be at -7.3 eV for the 9-rim Co nanocrystals and at -6.7 eV for 6-nm and smaller ones. 

The reference spectra of COO and CoC1, in Fig. 4b provide a clue as to the cause to the shift. The CT 

peak in the 9-nni Co nanocrystals at -7.3 eV is similar to that of COO, indicating a strong interaction 

between Co nanocrystals and the carboxyl group of the oleic acid surfactant. For the smaller Co 

nanocrystals (3 - 6 nm) the CT peak is found at -6.7 eV that is close to CoCl?. which could be the result 

of penetration of chlorobenzene molecules through the surfactant shell in the smaller nanocrystals due to 

less efficient packing. The width of CT peaks in the Co nanocrystals is also narrower than that of the 

COO, and close to that of CoCI,, supporting again that the Co nanocrystals interact with the surrounding 

C6H,C1, solvent molecules. 

In  conclusion, we have performed XAS. XES, and RIXS studies of Co nanocrystals. The experimental 

and theoretical spectra show that the interaction between Co nanocrystals and surfactant and solvent 

molecules can be measured by in-situ techniques, opening the way for in-situ studies of growth and 

reactivity. Our results suggests that the nanocrystals interact more strongly with solvent molecules in the 

initial stages of growth. while at a later stage the interaction is dominated by the oleic acid surfactant. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT: Work supported by the Office of Basic Energy Science. Chemical Sciences 

Division of the US Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC02-05CH11231. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1. (a) Co 2p x-ray absorption spectra of cobalt nanoparticles with diameters frum 3 to 9 nm in a 

1,Zdichlorobemene liquid suspension. The top four spectra correspond to Ccn,O,, COO, CoCI1, and 

cobalt metal. The peak at 784 eV {A2, dashed bine) In the x-ray absorp~on spectra of the nanocrystals is 

absent in COO and Co metal. This peak is attributed to a metal-to-ligand charge Wsfer mer). 
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Figure 2. (a] Resonant x-ray emission spectra recorded at selected excitation energies (marked by 

mows in the XAS at the top) of the Co 2p threshold for cobalt nanocrystds with a diameter of 6 nm. (b) 

Resonant inelastic x-ray scattering spectra on an energy-lass (Raman) scale. 
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Figure 3. Calculated Co L-edge absorption spectrum kom the sQIa-impurity Anderson model. The 

multiplets have been broadened with the experimental resolution function. The insert shows the 

chemicals involved in the synthesis of Co nanocrystals from dicobalt carbonyl (Cc+(CO),). It dso 

illustrates a charge transfer from Co nanocrystals to ligand molecules. 
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Figure d (a) Energy-loss features of Co &-edge RKS for Co nanomystals of different diameters. (b) 

RUCS spectra of COO and CoCr, compared with that far moparticles of 6 and 9 nm diameter. The 

nanaparticles spectra are fitted by a sum of Voig function peak shapes. The excellent quality of the fit 

makes it undistinguishable from the experimental spectrum. IC) The charge transfer peaks, at -7.3 eV 

for the 9 nm and 6 .7  eV for the 6 nm nmocrystals, respectively, coincide in position with those 

observed fiom COO and CaCl,. 
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